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Advanced Photon Source
Reliability Workshop
January 29-31,1992

Wednesday, January 29 (Bldg. 360, Conference Room L-119)
8:30 Welcome

Tutorial on Reliability Science

See Attached for Detail

Thursday, January 30 (Bldg. 360, Conference Room L-119)
Session I Operating Experience and Improving Reliability

8:30 CESR and the Cornell B Factory
8:55 NSLS
9:20 SLAC Experience

10:05 SSRL
10:30 Break

Session U Reliability Planning in Design
11:00 SLAC B Factory
11:50 Lunch

Session II (continued)
1:15 RHIC

D. E. Moncton
Professor James A. Rice
U. of Illinois at Chicago

Professor W. Brent Hall
U. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

M. Billing, Cornell University
N. Fewell, BNL
J. Brown, SLAC
M. Comacchia, SSRL

A. Hutton, SLAC

J. Sondericker, BNL
1:40 SSC K.Dixon.SSC Laboratory
2:05 TFTR Reliability Activities
2:30 Reliability Budget
2:45 Break
3:00 Divide into working groups

Talks on reliability planning in APS systems design will be
presented in the appropriate working group meetings.

Working Group
RF
Magnets
Power Supplies
Vacuum
Interlock and Beam

Abort Systems
Cost Function/Budget

6:00
6:30

Chairman
H.Frischholz,CERN
N. Dean, SLAC
M. Billing, Cornell
D. Hseuh, BNL
K. Crook, SLAC

Adjourn
Dinner

J. Graham, PPPL
J. Galayda, ANL

Location
Bldg. 360, Rm.A-224A
Bldg. 360, Rm.A-224B
Bldg. 362, Rm.F-108B
Bldg. 362, Rm.F-108A
Bldg. 362, Rm.E-188

Bldg. 360, Rm.G-223

Friday, January 31
8:30 Working Group Discussions (locations as noted previously)
11:30 Lunch

Working Group Summary Reports (Bldg. 360, Conference Room L-119)
1.00 RF
1:15 Magnets
1:30 Power Supplies
1:45 Vacuum
2:00 Interlock and Beam Abort Systems
2:15 Cost Function/Budget
2:30 Workshop Adjourns
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Advanced Photon Source
Reliability Workshop
January 29-31,1992

Wednesday, January 29 (BIdg. 360, Conference Room L-119)

8:45

9:15

9:45

10:15

10:45

11:15

12:15

1:45

2:15

2:45

Introductory Definitions
System Life Cycle
Reliability Defined

Cumulative Distribution
Hazard Function

Reliability Mathematics
Component Characteristics vs Reliability Distributions

Exponential Distribution
Weibull Distribution
Extreme Value Distribution

Reliability Models
Series - Parallel Systems
Redundancy

Break

Failure Mode & Effects Analysis
Example

Reliability Life Determination and Testing
Grouping of Data
Censoring
Cost Consid ̂ rations
Distribution Plotting

Lunch

Availability
Definitions
Requirements

Maintainability
Preventive Maintenance
Replacement Policy (Age vs Batch)

Break

ADVANCED TOPICS

3:15

3:45

4:00

4:30

5:00

Interference Theory
Stress & Strength Distributions

Reliability Indices

Decision Making Strategies
Cost, Availability, Reliability
Multiple Criteria Methods

Question Period

Adjourn

J.Rice

J. Rice

W. Brent Hall

W. Brent Hall

J.Rice

W. Brent Hall

J.Rice

W. Brent Hall

W. Brent Hall

J.Rice
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Advanced Photon Source
Reliability Workshop
29-31 January 1992

A workshop was held at APS to address reliability goals for accelerator systems. Seventy-one
individuals participated in the workshop, including 30 from other institutions. The goals of the
workshop were to:

1. Give attendees an introduction to the basic concepts of reliability analysis.

2. Exchange information on operating experience at existing accelerator facilities and
strategies for achieving reliability at facilities under design or in construction.

3. Discuss reliability goals for APS and the means of their achievement.

Two significant actions were recommended by the attendees' consensus:

1. A follow-on workshop should be organized 6-12 months from now. This would maximize
the probability that the workshops could influence APS design. This recommendation also
reflects the general assessment that the workshop had been a valuable activity. The date and
time of this workshop are not yet chosen.

2. Data on the reliability of operating electron storage rings should be collected and analyzed
to provide a database for more informed quantitative estimates of system reliability and
maintainability. APS will fund this as a research project for a graduate student from a local
university.

The first day of the workshop was a series of lectures by Professor James Rice and Professor W.
Brent Hall, of the University of Illinois at Chicago and the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, respectively. They introduced mathematical definitions of availability (the fraction
of time a system is performing its function as planned) and reliability in a time interval T (the
probability a system will perform its function without interruption for an interval T). The effect
of maintenance on availability and the effect of redundancy on reliability was also discussed.

The second day began with representatives from other laboratories presenting information on the
operating history of other accelerator facilities (one representative of Princeton Plasma Physics
Lab presented PPPL's fault reporting procedures). There were also presentations of reliability
planning activities for SSC, RfflC, the CESR B-Factory, and the SLAC/LBL B-Factory.



The afternoon of the second day of the workshop was devoted to discussions in working groups
addressing the following accelerator subsystems:

RF Systems
Power Supplies
Magnet Systems
Interlock and Diagnostics
Vacuum Systems

These five working groups were charged with assessing the feasibility of achieving 99%
availability and 99% reliability (in a 4S hour interval) of their respective subsystems. If all
subsystems performed at this level, the facility would have overall availability and 2-day
reliability of 95%.

The magnet working group felt that the magnets themselves could meet this goal. They
predicted the area that should receive the most attention is water flow monitoring and pitting of
the aluminum vacuum chamber by copper contaminants.

The rf group felt that these goals could be met. They studied the potential for improvement in
availability (and perhaps even reliability) by installing a fourth rf system to function as a "hot
spare" should one of the originally planned systems fail. Participants from SLAC reported that
this worked well at PEP; it was possible to shut down one rf station without even interrupting
operation.

The vacuum group felt the 99% targets were very difficult to achieve. They identified the
potentially long recovery time from a vacuum accident requiring bakeout of the whole storage
ring as an area to consider for improvement.

The power supply group felt that the 99% goals were extremely difficult due to the large number
of power supplies in the storage ring. Preemptive maintenance based on sophisticated testing
procedures was considered the best approach to the problem.

The interlock and diagnostics group proposed a conceptual design for the beam abort system
based on turning off the rf power in the storage ring. They stressed two points: first, redundancy
to improve the reliability of the interlock function is at odds with overall facility reliability
because redundant interlocks can trigger more false alarms; second, the magnitude of beam
excursion defined as the beam abort trigger level should be made as large as possible to prevent
noise-induced false alarms.

A sixth working group addressed the cost of unreliability in a synchrotron radiation facility.
Several interesting comparisons were made between the availability/reliability requirements of a
particle physics accelerator and those of a synchrotron radiation facility. The largely fixed
configuration and several-year duration of a high energy physics experiment do not demand very
high reliability; the important figure of merit is availability averaged over a year or more. A one-
week outage is not very traumatic by these standards.



On the other hand, a synchrotron radiation user will typically be scheduled for 1-2 weeks of
beam time to do a specific experiment. The user will spend about tenfold this amount of time
preparing for the experiment beforehand and analyzing data afterward. Even short interruptions
near the end of the scheduled beam time might prevent the collection of enough data for a
complete, definitive analysis. In this way the entire investment of time in the experiment is lost.
Of course, during scheduled shutdowns a typical experimenter can plan other activities, so
scheduled shutdown time is less costly in terms of experimenters' time. Estimates derived from
interviews of synchrotron radiation users indicated that, even if the facility runs 73% of the time
scheduled, experiments would take twice as long to do compared to a perfectly operating facility.
This means the cost of research at a facility with 75% availability would be twice that of a 100%
available facility.





RF Working Group Report

Advanced Photon Source
Reliability Workshop
January 29-31,1992

H. Frischholz, CERN, Chairman
J. Bridges, APS-ASD, Co-Chairman

Working Group Participants:

Off-Site:
P. Banerjee, University of Illinois at Chicago
B. Hall, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
J. Rice, University of Illinois at Chicago

APS:
Y. Amer, XFD
S. Brauer, ASD/RF
J. Bridges, ASD/RF
D. Grudzien, ASD/RF
R. Kustom, ASD/RF
G. Mavrogenes, ASD/Linac
K. Primdahl, ASD/Vacuum
J. Stepp, ASD/RF

Summary of Discussions

I. High Power Subsystems

Since the beginning of the APS Project, the storage ring rf system was planned with spare
parts, especially long-term delivery subsystems. These components have delivery times of
up to one year. By having them in-house, shut-down times for repairs are reduced from
months to hours or, at worst, two operating shifts. Examples are: klystrons, high-voltage
components for the klystron power supplies, and distribution/step-down transformers.

There are now plans for having a complete extra rf system for the storage ring (the so-
called "hot spare") so that the replacement time would be even less. Four sets of four
cavities (instead of three sets of five) would be powered by four klystrons. The reliability
increases for two reasons: first, each amplifier is powered at three-fourths of the original
power [while the cavities run at (15/16)2 due to the addition of one] and, second, the low-
power and driver circuits can be designed to compensate for the failure of one of the four



amplifiers. If so designed, the normal operational accelerating voltage will be restored
with transient time constants of 30 microseconds, the filling time of the cavities, and 8
milliseconds, the damping time of the stored beam. The probability of a second rf system
failing before the first is repaired is very small.

The major source of downtime of the rf systems will probably be the ignitron devices used
in the crowbar inits of the klystron power supply. False triggers from the monitoring
circuits and internal breakdown of the ignitron itself are well-documented failure modes.
Replacing the ignitions with thyratrons is recommended. A second feature of thyratrons is
that as they wear out over time they give an indication of the wear-out and so can be
replaced before failure interrupts beam operation. One 100 kV (or a newer 160 kV)
thyratron costs about $20K but has practically no peripheral circuits, while four ignitrons
cost about $4K but require complicated drive circuitry. The modification cost is small
compared to the total rf costs, but would be cancelled out by the longer lifetime of the
thyratrons. When replaced, thyratrons require no high-voltage/humidity conditioning
sequence as do ignitrons.

The booster svnchrotron rf amplifier runs at 30% of average and 60% of peak power (as it
cycles) of the storage ring amplifiers. This will increase reliability considerably. In the
event of a failure of the booster amplifier, it can be connected to one of the nearby storage
ring amplifiers, either manually or with a motorized, automatic waveguide switch, again
reverting to three storage ring amplifiers until the next maintenance day.

The five-cell cavities for the booster synchrotron are well-known and have an excellent
reliability history; 132 of these have been operating at CERN-LEP for two years with no
failure (some accessories have failed due to improper installation).

In the positron accumulator ring (PAR), the cavities will be air-filled with the regular beam
pipe as the center conductor and using clam-shell construction for the outer conductors.
The rf amplifier will be multiple solid-state units, each powering the cavity independently,
with the cavity acting as a summer. Thus if one of, say, eight amplifiers fails, the others
can be driven one-eighth more via the low-power-level feedback system. Five hundred
watt solid-state units are now available commercially.

II. Low Power Level Subsystems

The low-power-level circuitry is inherently reliable because the components used are
usually operated at well below the specifications. However, reliability analysis using MIL-
SPEC 217 (version D or E) can be used to calculate the reliability (or MTBF) since much
operational data is available. Software programs are available for this type of analysis; one
such program is "PC-Predictor" (Management Sciences, Inc., Albuquerque, NM).
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Also, two low-level systems for each accelerator can be built and operated in parallel with
both processing the same signals but only one driving the rf system. At regular intervals,
the two are exchanged and the other drives the amplifier. Software monitor circuits will be
used to check proper operation of the off-line system before it is used.

A further step for reliability, although a complicated one, is to have three low-power-level
systems operating each of the PAR, booster, and storage ring amplifiers, with the three
"voting." Two out of three will decide what correction, feedback, and drive level to drive
the amplifier. (This method is used by such control systems as the space shuttle, which
polls five voting computers before a control command is enacted/enabled.)

HI. Pre-testing

Pre-installation testing of critical components can be done to eliminate so-called infant
mortality. Klystrons can be run for 100 hours at 110% of operating levels, and low-level
printed circuit boards can be thermal cycled (at, say, +50'C to -20 *C) to accelerate failure
conditions before installing in the APS. All the cavities and accessories will be tested in
Building 371 at full power. This will ensure that all components operate as subsystems
prior to permanent installation as a system.

Failure and reliability data will be gathered from accelerators using the same/similar
components, i.e. CERN-LEP and ESRF. Data similar to that of MIL-SPEC 217 are not yet
available for such recently-developed large components.
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Magnets Working Group Report

Advanced Photon Source
Reliability Workshop
January 29-31,1992

N. Dean, SLAC, Chairman
M. Vogt, APS-ASD, Co-Chairman

Working Group Participants:

Off-Site:
J. Koehler, BNL/RHIC
M. May, Fermi
C. Rago, SLAC

APS:
E. Black, ASD/Magncts
R. Damm, ASD/ADM
A. Gorski, ASD/Magnets
K. Halbach, ANL
J. Jagger, ASD/Magnets
S. Reeves, ASD/Magnets
M. Skonicki, ASD/ADM
K. Thompson, ASD/Magnets
M. Vogt, ASD/Magnets

Introduction

To begin, the working group was considered quite successful by all in attendance. The
topics discussed, both major and minor, were pertinent to the reliability of the project as a
whole. Furthermore, it was unanimously advised that the working group reconvene no later
than six months from now, in order to follow up on the concerns discussed and address any
new concerns which may have arisen in the interim.

The topics discussed were classified by the group as either major or minor. Major topics,
various viewpoints, and strategies will be outlined first, followed by the minor topics, a
short summary, and conclusion.
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Major Topics

A major concern was that of the project's water system. Mixing copper and aluminum
components led to predictions of electrolysis and was just one of the concerns voiced. In
general, all of the labs represented suffered serious problems by not recognizing the strong
link between magnet performance and the water systems. The unanimous recommendation
was to avoid mixing these components, either by uniformly deciding upon one material, or
separating the two systems completely. There was considerable discussion over use of
valves as opposed to quick disconnects. The final consensus was the use of valves which
could be "fail-safed" (i.e. the handles cannot be removed unless valve is open, at which time
all valve handles are locked up like keys and accounted for). Additional recommendations
included:

- Minimize or avoid completely the use of organic hoses
- If organic hoses are used, separate from critical (i.e. high radiation) and

inorganic components
• Placement of hoses should avoid collisions with nearby critical elements

in case of failure
- System should be SST for the headers
- Using loops on individual and lattice assemblies was considered very

prudent rather than extravagant
- Use inorganic rather than organic ."liters

Strive to create a tight interface between all groups involved in the
Water Supply, Power Supplies, and Magnets

- Using ClixonT connectors for each water path is a good idea
- Do not seek the low bid but strive to maintain part uniformity
- Using connectors in parallel can ensure high reliability
- Hoses running to manifolds/headers is a good idea
- BEGIN with 100% completely CLEAN water
- Beware of contract plumbers and unsterile workmanship
- Avoid aluminum components and their parasitic microbes

1 - Hoses must also resist UV radiation from overhead lights
- TampronT ("yellow") hoses have performed admirably
- Perform both flow and pressure checks on hoses
- Be sure to over test all hoses before usage
- Avoid mismatching hoses and fittings; maintain uniformity
- Minimize length of any hoses used (failure <=> length)
- During installation, delegate Q/C personnel to oversee general workers;

this Q/C group must have decision-making authority
- Beware of (general) workers wanting to perform sensitive aspects of

vacuum (and other critical) system installation
- Test the prototype well beyond the envelope of expectations, ideally,

even to the point of failure
- Use great caution with the HVAC systems - they are never what is

expected.
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The second major topic of concern was that of coil reliability. In general, the members were
pleased with the fabrication strategy outlined for them, particularly with the high-pot to
ground parameters. Some disagreement ensued concerning the choice of gold, silver, or tin
brazing. Additionally, there was much discussion on the use of a "flcxibilizer" in the coil
cpoxics. Other recommendations included:

- Leave tolerance for conductor twist and G-10 spacing
- Consider use of a total immersion water bath as a Q/C test
- Both coil joints and final assemblies should be ball tested
- Avoid conductive grease (can become a hazardous waste)
- Belleville washers are adequate for maintaining torque
- Put SST as a backing (stiffener) behind the flags
- Keep area above coil fabrication CLEAN; material can and will fall into

coil openings and become problems later on
- Use only oxygen-free OFHC copper for connections/joints
- Use high-T or hydrogen furnace braze for fitting SST/Cu joints; torches

will just precipitate alloys and cause splitting
- Avoid external noninteger coil loops in basic design
- Use of flexibilizer can open possibilities for other flaws
- Planned obsolescence of nonradiation hardened coils might be the best

way to ensure the availability demanded
- It would be a wise investment to jointly develop at several labs an

exhaustive testing program of resin formulations, the results to be
published for the benefit of all

- It is necessary to have (completely loyal) Q/C personnel on site at the
coil potting vendors to ensure overall quality

- As much pre-use testing as possible should be done, in order to ensure
reliability

- Numerous components are available for detailed real-time diagnostics
(e.g. $1.00 hall probes, or BNL's extra instrumentation turn on each
coil)

- Minimum contact pressure for connections is 3000-3500 psi
- Beware of yielding connecting bolts; this can accelerate loosening and

lead to arcing between contact surfaces
- Plan to retorque all connections on a routine basis

Minor Topics

A minor topic of discussion was that of lamination shuffling. Though there were some
slight differences of opinion concerning the need to shuffle for the smaller magnets, the
general view was that if laminations were already being shuffled for the (largest) storage
ring dipole, and if there was plenty of space at the steel manufacturers already, then the
project may as well adopt to shuffle laminations for all of the magnets.
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Another question discussed was: What needs to be documented? The general view was
that this is not as bad as is sounds. Testing can be informal, so long as it is extensive. The
optimal form of testing involves broad, terribly stringent subsystem tests which form a
gauntlet or "baptism by fire" type of environment for all critical components in the system.
Documenting this (more general) procedure then becomes much more realistic and certainly
achievable.

A topic given some measure of consideration was magnet fiducialization. It was suggested
that use of portable fiducial platforms may present difficulties in the long term. However, it
was agreed by all that implementing some sort of redundant system may have considerable
merit. Along the line of magnets, it was also suggested that any field welding be kept to a
minimum, as the accompanying preparations (a.k.a. headaches) are tremendous.

One final solid piece of advice came from all: If we hope to achieve the high
availability/reliability we are seeking, we must work within the envelope of past experience.
To step outside of these boundaries without due caution and testing is to invite the unknown
and risk the success of the project.

Summary of Main Points

Achieving a 25 year "bathtub base" is possible, with the necessary planned obsolescence of
some critical components. It was strongly suggested that a complete, full-scale test of actual
magnets, et al, be set up ASAP and run continuously and, if possible, above planned
operating parameters. The necessity of running full-scale models could not be stressed
enough by all members of the working group.

Always seek to improve the interface between groups. What APS has now is detrimental to
the efficiency of the project.

Marrying all of the project's resources is a necessary task, one which ensures the common
good and the project's success.

Increased reliance on vendors requires VERY well thought out, strictly-controlled Q/C.
Thorough preparation now of documents/forms to be used will ensure success when it is
needed the most. The concept of a "traveller" for each critical component is a powerful Q/C
device which must be exploited to its fullest.

Take the first-born of the designated Q/C people to guarantee their loyalty to the project, not
those (vendors) they come in contact with in their daily work. Even rotate Q/C personnel to
further avoid misplaced loyalties.
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For items requiring 100% inspection-coils and core blocks are the most immediate items
and ought to be done in-house. Do not inspect after the fact but rather implement
fundamental statistical process control concepts to ensure a minimum number of defective
elements.

Finally, there should be a follow-up to this working group/reliability workshop in order to
monitor progress in critical areas and encourage further discussion of critical issues.

Conclusion

To date, the groups involved are making every effort to respond to the suggestions and
recommendations offered in the course of this working group. Status reports and findings
will be made available on a regular basis, and the recommendation of a follow-up session in
six months is currently under consideration.
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Power Supplies Working Group Report

Advanced Photon Source
Reliability Workshop
January 29-31,1992

M. Billing, Cornell, Chairman
M. Fathizadeh, APS-ASD, Co-Chairman

Working Group Participants:

Off-Site:
J. Ashton, Stanford University SLAC
M. Billing, Cornell University Laboratory of Nuclear Studies
M. Comacchia, Stanford University SSRL
K. Dixon, SSC
A. Donaldson, Stanford University SLAC

APS:
M. Fathizadeh, ASD/Power Supplies
Y. Kang, ASD/Power Supplies
D. McGhee, ASD/Power Supplies
G. Volk, ASD/Power Supplies

Introduction

On the first day of the Workshop the basic reliability principles, relationships, and different
methods of calculations were covered in a tutorial given by Dr. James Rice of the University
of Illinois at Chicago and Dr. Brent Hall of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
On the second day, several papers from psople at various laboratories were presented and
different methods of data collection and reliability calculations were shown. During the
afternoon of the second day and morning of the third day, the workshop was divided into
separate working groups to discuss reliability problems of different accelerator systems and
to make recommendations for improving the reliability/availability of the accelerator for
users. The Power Supplies group was asked to address the following questions: Are the
power supplies planned for use in APS pushing state-of-the-art? Can 99% reliability for an
interval of 1 to 7 days be achieved for the APS storage ring power supplies?
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Talks

D. McGhee

The layout and power supplies locations for the APS were presented, and the required
output parameters for each power supply were shown. In particular, DC-to-DC converter
power supplies were discussed. Each DC-to-DC converter consists of power, regulator,
transductor, digital-to-analog converter (DAC), power supply monitoring and interlock, and
magnet monitoring and interlock sections. The effect of each section on the reliability of
the overall power supply was presented. One of the methods to improve the reliability of a
system is to reduce the number of components in that system. For example, the use of
Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs) in a system can substitute for several discrete
components which results in the improvement of the reliability of that system. Don
McGhee showed a DAC card utilizing the PLDs.

Y.Kang

In this presentation the need for improving the reliability of the correction magnet power
supplies was emphasized. The following formula for the calculation of reliability in terms
of Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) was presented.

R = e-l/MTBF

According to the above formula, as time elapses the reliability of the system decreases s-'-ice
the system becomes older. Thus, a window of time should be selected in which to calculate
the reliability. This issue was discussed, and most people agreed that at any time the system
is running, the system is as good as a new one. Consequently, there is no need to
incorporate aging of the components into the calculation.

M. Fatfaizadeh

The requirements of reliable synchrotron, storage ring, and PAR dipole power supplies were
emphasized. The storage ring power supply must be very stable and accurate. In order to
meet this requirement, a regulator with a pass-transistor-bank was proposed. However,
because of the pass-transistor, this scheme is not very reliable, especially at high voltage
levels. A new scheme will be proposed.

G. Volk

The injection bumper power supply schematic was presented, and reliability of the system
due to high voltage and current operation was discussed. Mike Billing questioned the
accuracy of the bend parameters for the kicker, but no conclusion was reached.

20



Calculations:

The calculations for the reliability and availability of the power supplies are shown below.

Four different types of power supplies will be used at APS. These power supplies are:
unipolar choppers, bipolar choppers, dipoles, and pulsed. There are about 1500 unipolar and
bipolar choppers and only a few dipoles and pulsed power supplies. Therefore, most of the
effort was concentrated on the improvement of the reliability/availability of the unipolar and
bipolar choppers.

i) Reliability

For two days' operation of the power supplies a reliability of 99% was requested. Assuming
a constant failure rate, then:

MBFm = AT = 2days = 200 days
~ (1-jy 0.01

If it is assumed that the regulator failure rate of choppers dominates, then:

MTBFrtg = MTBF^ Nrtg

MTBFng = (0.6 year) 1500 = 900 years

This number (900 years) for MTBF of the regulators seems unrealistic,

ii) Availability

Assume scheduled maintenance is performed during refill and dumping of the beam and one
failure per week (Np=l) is allowed with Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) of only 20 minutes.

AVAIL = 1 - NF • MTTR

= 1 - (I/week) • (1/3 hour) = 0.0998

However:

MTBF ee = ̂ SL = 1 5 0 ° = 30 yearsm NF 0.1/weeifc

Then:

R(2 days) = e<Nf*n = e™ = 75%

This value of 75% for the power supply reliability is attainable.
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Summary and Conclusion

1) The reliability and availability of the chopper power supplies were calculated. If 99%
reliability is needed, the power supply MTBF must be about 900 years which is
unrealistic. However, if scheduled maintenance is performed during refill and dumping
of the beam, then an availability of 99% is attainable.

2) Most of the problems usually show up within the first two years of operation, and, after
debugging and improving the system, the reliability improves. Thus, a trial period is
required to find and replace most of the components which can cause failure of the
system.

3) Unexpected problems such as noise and voltage transients can cause a problem. The
circuits will be designed and tested for such conditions in order to have a more reliable
power supply.

4) Crews must be well trained and parts must be modularized for ease of repair.

5) Electronic boards will be tested for effects of vibration on cold solder joints according to
DOD procedures.

6) Some parameters of the power supply can be measured in order to anticipate failure. For
example, in bipolar transistors the gain [0] can be measured at any time in order to
predict the failure of the device. These devices should be replaced before failure.

7) Heat cycling will be performed on the electronic boards to speed up the infant mortality
period of the devices concerned.

8) When ordering power supplies from a vendor or a manufacturer, all the components shall
be specified by name and manufacturer.

9) In order to make maintenance safer and easier, buses will be covered.

10) An optimization program for the "number of spare components on hand" will be
performed in order to find the appropriate number of spare parts for the inventory.

11) Share valuable experience between different laboratories.

12) Learn from operations, perform diagnostics, monitor signals, and analyze failures.
Failure can provide valuable information for future plans.

13) In the design stage of a circuit, a reliability analysis will be performed to predict the
component or set of components most likely to fail.
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Introduction

The vacuum system is a passive system during normal operation. Active interlocks are
required to tninimize the impact of a vacuum accident. After initial processing to weed out
any premature failure, most vacuum events, such as a leak, would be a slow-developing
type of event that could be attended to in a scheduled maintenance period.

The group considered the components and subsystems that make up the Storage Ring
Vacuum System (SRVS). The range of components excluded the rf, ID, and beam
missteering in order to concentrate on the vacuum/mechanical, instruments, vacuum
interlock, bakeout, and front end subsystems.

The members of the group from APS outlined the parts and processes making up the SRVS
and the guest members critiqued these from their experience. The discussion centered on
increasing the component reliability to raise the total system reliability. The intent was to
suggest ways to increase the mean time to failure rather than determine reliability statistics.
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Outline of Process Steps

The assembly process steps necessary to build up a ring section were outlined to clarify the
approach planned by APS.

A. Aluminum extrusion
B. Machining and bending
C. Cleaning
D. Welding
£. Preassemble section in Building 382

1. Nonevaporable getter pumps (NEG pumps)
2. Ion gauges
3. Ion pumps
4. Residual gas analyzers (RGAs)
5. Electrical feedthroughs

F. Leak check
G. Bake
H. Demount fragile components
I. Pressurize section with nitrogen for storage

Discussion

Not all the above subjects were explicitly discussed, but those that were stimulated general
discussion in most of these areas.

A. Section Storage in Nitrogen

APS stated that nitrogen packing of the sections was being done out of necessity
because the aluminum gaskets are being reused. The nitrogen is used as a barrier to
keep water vapor from the inside surface of the chamber. Vacuum packing was
suggested as a better approach when using new gaskets. Earl Hoyt pointed out that the
use of nitrogen packing did not guarantee an effective barrier since water vapor, being
driven by the water partial pressure, will always back diffuse through any opening
whether or not nitrogen is present.

B. Section Chambers

Weld leaks in the body of the section chambers can be found more quickly in the SRVS
by performing 2-3 bake cycles before installation in the ring. This same process applies
to the 3000 flange seals in the system. When the flange seals are in their final mounting
location on the completed sector, the 2-3 bake cycles will rid the system of premature
leaks due to faulty assembly.

C. Vacuum Valves

Locating leaky valves in situ is usually very difficult. The valves would need both
thermal cycling for body leaks and mechanical cycling for bellows leaks. It was
suggested that actuating the valve 100 times is necessary to filter out bellows problems,
with 2-3 bake-leak check cycles.



D. Ion Gauges, RGAs, and Electrical Feedthronghs

Ion Gauges and RGAs all use pins in their feedthroughs. Potential leaks at the pin-to-
ceramic joint can be found by thermal cycling 2-3 times to 200' C. It was also stressed
that all feedthroughs should undergo this same process because of the ease of ceramic
cracking. In the case of the SRVS, the NEG feedthroughs are thought to be more
vulnerable to accidental damage from being bumped or stepped on because of the
distance they extend beyond the flange. It was agreed that the issue of handling and use
of all feedthroughs will have to be scrutinized. The use of covers and strain reliefs
should be considered for each application.

E. Inter-Section Bellows

Bellows that are used between sections was a topic that ignited considerable discussion.
In a radiation environment, the fluorine and chlorine used in some materials can
decompose to form free radicals. These radicals will, over time, corrode thin bellows
and cause pinhole leaks. Compiling a list of materials that are off-limits in the radiation
zone is a first step in controlling this problem. The selection of bellows material plays a
key role in the corrosion rate. Bellows made of material that does not form chromium
carbide precipitates will have the best corrosion resistance. A 347 stainless steel
bellows is considered to have a life of less than 10 years. The use of Inconel 625
extends the life beyond 20 years, while 316 LN stainless steel is thought to have a
corrosion resistance between the two. The use of a wire brush on welds is also a source
of corrosion because the brush is usually made of ferritic stainless steel which corrodes
very easily. Thermal cycling of the bellows was also encouraged. Before the bellows is
welded to the flanges it should undergo 2-3 bake cycles at 500* C. After welding,
another 2-3 cycles at 200 *C should be performed to eliminate both material and weld
leaks.

F. NEG Pumps

The reduction of NEG pumping speed with vents to air was considered a degradation of
performance. In further discussion, the subject of NEG mounts was raised. Although
no testing has been performed, it was suggested that NEG mount failure might prevent
adequate activitation and expose the NEG to synchrotron radiation. This could be
considered an "operational failure." NEG mounts can be replaced during scheduled
maintenance.

G. Ion Pumps

Ion pumps are necessary components of the SRVS which also carry their own set of
problems. Pump body leaks can be found within 2-3 thermal cycles. The area of
greatest concern is the degradation of the brazes in the high voltage feedthroughs. The
high voltage corona promotes an erosion of the brazes which, over a span of 10 years,
can become a leak. Improved feedthrough designs and reduction of humidity will slow
the process of erosion.
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H. Diagnostics

The area of vacuum diagnostics was then discussed. It was felt that a method for polling
a number of vacuum monitors is necessary before abrupt action, such as beam abort, is
taken. In the SRVS no single monitor should control the system. The use of ion pumps
as a monitor is viable if the threshold is set higher than the equivalent pressure of the
leakage current.

I. Front End

The front end is an area where a single sensor will be used to trigger the fast valve and
the fast shutter. The risk of false triggering due to sensor malfunctioning was discussed.
Redundant sensors will reduce the false triggering; however, the price is slower reaction
time. An acoustic delay line between sensors and valves should help. Further studies
on the protection of the SRVS from a beamlinc vacuum accident is warranted.

J. Vacuum Recovery

The recovery from major vacuum failure, which requires rebaking the whole ring, was
estimated to be over three weeks. This long down time is due to the limited availability
of vacuum personnel and bakeout stations, as well as the need to install temporary
bakeout components, such as heating elements, underneath the correcting magnets.
Additional time may be required for if and beam cleaning. The reliability of individual
bake components was also discussed.

Conclusions

A. Most failures, except accidents, are slow to develop.
1. Bellows leaks are caused by corrosion or fatigue.
2. Ion pump feedthrough failures are from corona erosion.

B. Initial processing can weed out the premature failures.
1. Bake the chambers, feedthroughs, gauges, and pumps for weld leaks.
2. Perform mechanical cycling of valves for valve bellows leaks.

C. Vacuum instrumentation reliability should be investigated to determine the need for
redundancy and the means to avoid false triggering.

D. Vacuum downtime is long, whether scheduled or unscheduled.
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Mission:

Provide guidance to subsystem designers so that the overall goal of 99%
reliability for a 48 hour period can be achieved. For constant failure rate,
this translates into a mean time between failures of 4776 hours, or 199
days.
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Introduction

The task of this working group was divided early on into first identifying
which systems are to be included in the 99% reliability figure, and second to
apportion reliability figures to each of these systems. Progress was made on the
latter, but work remains.

Identification of Subsystems

A total of ten subsystems were identified as being necessary for a generic
accelerator interlock and beam abort system. These are listed below, with no
particular regard to priority.

1) Machine Access Control
2) Beamline Access Control
3) Power Supply Interlocks (if beam is affected by power supply failure)
4) Vacuum Systems
5) Area Monitors
6) Active Beam Abort (for misaligned beams)
7) Machine Protection Summation
8) Beamline Equipment Protection
9) Interconnections
10) RF System Interlocks (insofar as an RF trip results in lost beam)

These subsystems are connected together as shown in Fig 1. In addition to
the ten subsystems, Fig. 1 also shows an input to the machine protection
summation described as "Machine Protection Inputs (Water, Temp, Etc.)." This
item is implicit in the other subsystems, specifically power supplies, vacuum, RF,
etc.

Definitions

The above list essentially accomplishes the first task of the working group,
i.e. identification. Before continuing on to allocation of a reliability budget, it is
important to clarify what is meant by reliability in the context of interlocks and
beam abort systems. For this purpose, the following definitions are provided.
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I) Operational Reliability

A measure of probability that the overall system will not turn off the beam
as a result of a false trip.

Goal: 99% reliability over a 48 hour period (4776 Hr. MTBF.)

II) Functional Reliability

The probability that a system will successfully perform its intended
function, i.e. that an interlock will trip when it should.

Example:

Personnel protection systems require extremely high functional reliability
for safety, much better that 99% over 48 hours.

The scope of this working group was interpreted as dealing with
operational reliability only; however, it was opined that the two types of
reliability are logically connected. For example, one can achieve almost 100%
operational reliability by jumpering an interlock, therefore causing the functional
reliability of that interlock to be zero. Conversely, a system's functional
reliability can be improved by adding redundancy; however, the increased parts
count will increase the number of false trips, reducing operational reliability.

Subsystem Ranking

After an extended discussion, the ten subsystems described above were
prioritized and assigned rankings. It was not established how to translate these
rankings into MTBF numbers, only that a subsystem with a higher rank would be
assigned a higher reliability, i.e. a rank of 1 implies the longest MTBF
specification. Assignment of MTBF for the ten subsystems must be constrained
as follows:

rio i T1

> 4776 Hrs. (1)

Shown in Table 1 are operational and functional reliability rankings for
each subsystem. Note that the functional reliability ranking is highest for those
subsystems where the consequences of failure are most severe. Personnel
protection systems in particular must be relied upon to function properly. For
operational reliability, the complexity of the subsystem is taken into account. A
simple system employing well-established technology can be assigned a very
strict operational reliability specification, owing to the relatively low cost
associated with improving its operational reliability.
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Subsystem

Machine Access Control
Beamline Access Control
Power Supply Interlocks

Vacuum Systems
Area Monitors

Active Beam Abort
Machine Protection Summation
Beamline Equipment Protection

Interconnections
RF System Interlocks

Operational
Reliability
Ranking

2
3
8
9
5
10
1
6
7
4

Functional
Reliability
Ranking

1
1
-
-
2
3
3
7
8
-

Table 1 Interlock and Abort System Reliability Rankings

The task remains to assign MTBF numbers to each of the above
subsystems such that the overall constraint of 99% reliability for 48 hours,
quantified in eqn. (1), is satisfied.

Discussion of Reliability and Interlocks

Other ideas relating to interlock reliability mentioned during the course of
discussion are as follows:

1) Use of voting for temperature, water flow, vacuum interlocks, and for
machine protection in general, to improve operational reliability.

2) Overall interlock system reliability dependent on "truthfulness" of
transducers.

3) Jumpering interlocks. This is usually required for interlock testing, but
must be strictly controlled. This brought up the issue of system testability
and whether the subsystem designer or the control system should perform
testing.

4) The issue of interlock system certification was raised in the the context of
subsystem modification. The boundaries between different pieces of the
overall system must be defined in such a way that testing of a piece of the
interlock is a sensible thing to do.
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5) One must make a clear distinction between fault conditions which
interrupt machine operations and fault conditions which prevent turning
on the machine.

6) Marty Knott (APS) discussed the concept of a "food chain," wherein
decisions about whether or not to dump the beam should be done at a
higher level to increase confidence. This is elaborated on in Appendix I.

7) It was mentioned that configurable machine protection systems are more
difficult to implement and test correctly.

8) The interaction between the controls system, machine protection systems,
and personnel protection systems needs to be well defined and critical
links identified.

A presentation was given by Ken Crook from SLAC on reliability
considerations for interlocks and beam abort systems. Copies of his viewgraphs
are included in Appendix II of this report Th contents of his talk are as follows:

1) Interlock functional types
2) Interlock system elements
3) Causes of interlock system failure
4) Increasing availability
5) Increasing reliability
6) Improving maintainability
7) Increasing [functional] reliability
8) Trade-offs

Also included in Appendix m are viewgraphs prepared by G. Decker
concerning active abort systems at APS.
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Interlock and Beam Abort Systems
Generic Block Diagram

(Fig. 1)
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Appendix I

Comments on the Reliability Workshop Session on Interlock Systems
Martin J.Knott

Feb. 9,1992

During the recent APS Reliability Workshop, I felt that some of the topics
being discussed were basic enough in concept and useful enough in function that
they should be disseminated to the Project as a whole. Therefore, I have tried to
describe them below:

Interlock System Reliability:

One of the basic problems of interlock system reliability is the fact that, by
design, all interlock devices are in series from a reliability standpoint. The more
devices added to the system to "protect" the machine or personnel, the worse the
situation becomes in terms of availability. These devices are not 100% reliable
and can cause false trips. Consequently, the more sensitive or "protective" they
are, the worse the availability situation becomes. The challenge is to design the
system so that adequate protection of the staff and equipment is provided while
reducing as much as possible the frequency of false trips. The following are
several approaches to this challenge.

Shut-Down vs Allow-Turn-On:

Several types of interlocks can be identified which, while indicating a
possible problem, do not place the equipment or personnel in immediate danger.
An example is the "comfort- key" rack which will be employed to protect from
possible exposure any personnel left in radiation areas due to failure of the
administrative processes used to find them. These keys are obtained from a set
of key-switches located at maze-entry doors. They are held by the worker while
in the tunnel and returned when the area is vacated. If all keys are not returned
to the key-switch rack, the machine involved will not be allowed to turn on. This
logic insures that the comfort-key system fulfills its purpose. However, if the
key-switch fails or a key is inadvertantly withdrawn during operation, the
machine will not be shut down. This strategy will remove the numerous
comfort-key-switches from the shut-down equation without compromising
personnel safety.

There are machines in operation today which do not follow this
philosophy. For example, at SLAC keys are electrically inhibited from being
withdrawn when the machine is running. If this interlock fails and a key is
withdrawn, the machine shuts down. This occurs even though the key is not
performing any useful function at the time, i.e. it already served its purpose some
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time in the past by not allowing the machine to start up until all personnel were
safely out of radiation areas.

There are also devices which must signal properly in order to allow
equipment to be started, such as water flow switches, but which may be used in
combination with other trouble indicators to cause a shut-down of the
equipment. This topic is covered further in the next section on the "food-chain"
principle.

Put Shut-Down Decisions Higher on the "Food-Chain":

The principle being proposed here is that when an unreliable sensor is
used to indicate possible trouble, it should be combined with additional
information before generating a trip condition. In this way, the action of the
unreliable device alone will not cause a false trip. An example would be a
cooling water flow indicator being "ignored" until the condition is verified by a
temperature sensor. In fact, if two relatively unreliable devices are both required
to trip off a system, the combination will have to fail within a predetermined
time frame to cause an actual trip, thereby resulting in a very high net availability
without sacrificing equipment protection. The most likely failure modes of the
devices must be analyzed before combining in this way. In order to insure
proper maintenance of these devices, both would independently cause alarms
and both would be required to indicate safe conditions before allowing a start-
up, as described in the preceding section.

Another example of a trip decision moving up the "food-chain" is that of
employing the BPM system to protect the vacuum chamber. Since the BPM
electronics are a state-of- the-art system with a certain level of noise
susceptibility, the use of averaging techniques, voting, and trajectory calcu-
lations are ways to use a more intelligent (higher on the food-chain) decision.

Fail-Operational:

A principle mentioned by Dave Moncton during his opening remarks
related to the desire to be "fail-operational," that is, to continue operating if
possible, even in a degraded manner. An example would be a storage ring
power supply operating at zero or very low current going into an alarm
condition, but not triggering a machine trip. Such a strategy requires a
dependence on protection systems "higher on the food chain," such as the
chamber protection system, to cause the actual trip if a trip is indeed required.
Theoretically, feedback systems may be able to recover from the missing mag-
net and continue operating, although in a degraded condition.



Multiple Alarm Levels:

The control system being developed for the APS will allow multiple alarm
levels to be utilized for a large number of parameters. Any measured signal can
have "high-high," "high," "low," and "low-low" levels programmed, each with its
own severity condition ranging from "warning" to "trip." All system designers
are encouraged to take this capability into account when designing and
analyzing their system for failure modes. Monitoring a "support voltage" or
temperature can give an early warning to trigger a planned replacement once
the failure modes, rates, and mechanisms are learned.
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APPENDIX II

Interlocks and Beam Abort Systems
Reliability Considerations

By
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INTERLOCKS AND BEAM ABORT SYSTEMS
- RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS -

Interlock Functional Types

• Shut-off equipment to protect equipment itself.
e.g., flow switches, temperature interlocks, overcurrent protection, ground fault protection
of power supplies.

• Shut-off equipment to protect personnel.
e.g., door microswitches on power supply or RF system.

t Shut-off beam to protect equipment from beam related damage.
e.g., insertion device or bending magnet causing vacuum chamber damage due to photon
beam.

• Shut-off beam to protect personnel from radiation.
e.g., door microswitches on door leading to a radiation enclosure.

Other Ways to Categorize Interlocks

• Machine (equipment) protection .
Personnel protection.

• Slow abort - access control (millisecs - sees).
Fast abort - beam containment (psecs - millisecs).

• Electromechanical ("fail-safe" relays).
Electronic (active).
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Elements of an Interlock System

• Transducer/pickup/sensor.

- microswitch, RF beam position monitor, toroid, temperature sensor, ion chamber, etc.

• Interconnecting wiring.

• Electronic/relay processing module.

• Shut-off mechanisms.

- RP

- Magnets
- Beam Stoppers

- fast
- slow
- full power
- low power with protection
- scatterer

Interlock System Failure • Possible Causes

• Incomplete or inadequate testing,

t Radiation damage.

• Electrical transients.

• Workmanship defects (in construction).

• Design deficiencies.

• Installation defects.

• Heat, humidity.

• Badly repaired or modified, including problems associated with quick fixes, midnight mods.,
insufficient documentation, time pressure to turn on beam etc.

• Old age - end of life.
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To Increase Availability of Interlock Systems

• Increase MTBF (reliability).

• Decrease MTTR (maintainability).

• Set tolerances on trip points only as close as necessary for equipment protection or safety.

• Voting

Way to Increase Reliability of Interlocks

• Write specifications carefully.

• Design conservatively.

• Review design independently.

• Choose components with appropriate MTBF.

• Provide good documentation for construction, installation, testing.

• Have fabrication/installation checked by Quality Control.

• Test as appropriate.

e.g., temperature, humidity, input voltage variations, transient injection, etc.

• Test that functional specifications have been met.

• Standardize designs if possible.
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Ways To Improve Maintainability

• Modular construction.

• Design for testability, with built-in self-test and manual test features.

• Provide good repair and maintenance documentation.

• Provide test fixtures and have them readily available.

• Have tested spares readily available.

Other Approaches to Improving Functional Reliability

(Reliability in the sense of probability of performing intended function, i.e., protection.)

• Redundant Equipment.
Redundant Sensors.

- Processing Modules.
-Shut-off Methods.

• Frequent Testing.
("Trust but Verify" - R. Reagan to M. Gorbachev)

[At SLAC, active electronic protection is checked daily I 15 minutes. Access control
interlocks checked on each access >4 hours, complete check every 6 months?]
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Issue to Be Clarified

• Relationship between frequency of testing and reliability and availability.

The more frequent the testing the better the reliability but the lower the availability??
- What is the trade-off?
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APPENDIX IH

Reliability Design Plans for
APS Beam Abort Systems

By

G. Decker, APS
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RELIABILITY DESIGN PLANS FOR APS BEAM ABORT SYSTEMS

I) RF Beam Position Monitoring System

a) Short SiC>2 cable attachments to accelerator vacuum chamber.

i) Bakeableto900*C.
ii) Extremely stable RF characteristics,

iii) Radiation hard.

b) Optimized to minimize measurement offsets.

c) Built-in test capability (RF front end).

d) Extensive control system monitoring of BPM status,

i) Power supplies, trigger status, etc.

e) Modular design.

f) Extensive maintenance and calibration program planned.

II) Abort Module

a) Employs programmable logic devices - reduces parts count, also allows flexibility in
configuration - more channels brought on-line as insertion devices are added.
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Purpose

The charge of this working group was to define how increments or decrements in reliability
and availability affect the experimental output of the community of users of a synchrotron
radiation facility like APS and, in particular, to develop a "cost function" to represent these
effects.

Summary of Discussions

The group agreed that a reasonable measure of the value of research at APS would be the
commitment of materials and salaries made by the APS user community in carrying out
their experimental programs, excluding the initial cost of the X-ray beamlines.

Certain essential features of synchrotron radiation research make reliability of the facility a
very important figure of merit. It is not unusual for researchers in certain disciplines to
work 10 or 20 hours offline to prepare for every hour of beam time. Therefore, an
unscheduled interruption of beam can cause a loss in production tenfold greater than the
duration of the outage.

Scheduled shutdown for maintenance is not as great an inconvenience for a typical user,
who has no trouble scheduling productive work in these intervals. However, it is obvious
that more experiments could be done if the facility spends more time in operation. The
group agreed that the cost in lost productivity is about tenfold higher for an hour of
unscheduled downtime than for an hour of scheduled maintenance. This ratio can serve as a
guide in assessing the value of preventative maintenance. It also underscores the
importance of supplying the users with the most reliable data possible on time-to-repair in
the event of interrupted operation.

Certain of the most challenging experiments place a high premium on uninterrupted and
absolutely stable operation of the facility for an extended interval of time. This led to
discussion of a reliability criterion for the facility. Here "reliability" is used according to its
technical definition: the facility has reliability R in time interval T if its probability of
uninterrupted operation in this interval is R. After discussions with the teleconference
participants, the group felt that an appropriate time interval for defining reliability should be
about 48 hours; teleconference respondents suggested intervals from 1 to 2 days, with one
vote for 7 days. Although many experiments require more than 48 hours to perform, the
group felt that experiments of longer duration could more easily accommodate an
occasional unscheduled interruption.

Further discussion ensued on what constituted an "interruption." It seemed reasonable that
even a total loss of beam would not be a significant disruption of most experiments if
normal operations resumed within five minutes or so. This is true only if all the beam
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parameters are truly restored: beam current, orbit stability, and emittance. If the user
suspects that the beam properties have not been restored, then even the shortest interruption
requires the experimenter to perform measurements to verify the beam properties, thus
effectively extending the duration of the interruption. Some biological specimens used in
synchrotron radiation experiments can have lifetimes of only a few hours or less, so outages
of this length are major disruptions. Similarly, dynamical studies such as crystal annealing
are invalid if they have any interruption.

The group and the teleconference participants were asked to respond informally to questions
about the impact of unreliability on a typical experiment. It became clear that the great
variety of activities around a synchrotron source make it difficult and perhaps misleading to
set reliability/availability goals based on a "typical" experiment; goals should be set to meet
the needs of the more demanding experiments, which can often lead to the most interesting
results. The participants were asked to estimate the connection between the efficiency of
their efforts in performing an experiment and the availability of the X-ray beam. Two
participants felt they could respond with a quantitative estimate:

Availability Efficiency

or Probability of Exp't Success

Estimate 1 Estimate 2

50% 10% 25%
75% 25% 50%
95% 75% 90%

A third participant felt that, for the experiments he was involved in, 50% availability of the
beam was completely worthless (i.e. 0% efficiency). This wide range of estimates of the
availability/efficiency relation is not surprising given the variety of experiments performed
at a synchrotron radiation facility. All respondents agreed the relation was nonlinear,
however. The nonlinearity of the probability of experimental success plotted against the
beam availability is a consequence of the structure of the experiments themselves. Often
storage ring experiments involve parallel execution of procedures involving a complex
sequence of steps each building on the information obtained or work accomplished in the
previous step. Many of these procedures have storage ring-independent time constants,
drifts, instabilities, and uncertainties. An interruption in beam often requires that many of
these procedures be repeated, much like the hold in the countdown for a rocket launch.
Thus, a few interruptions can render an experiment highly inefficient even though beam
availability is still substantial. In fact, experimental efficiency depends on the frequency
and length of the downtime, not just on availability. Finally, because of the lOx multiplier,
the reward (or penalty) for a successful (unsuccessful) experiment is much greater than that
normally expected for an effort of that duration.
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Ron Sundelin turned the committee's considerations into a formula for evaluating the
relation between cost of research and the efficiency of usage of the APS. His fundamental
concept is that, if the facility runs unreliably, more time is required to do the same set of
experiments. One can then compute the cost of the time necessary to do the experiments:

(Cost of APS research) = [Inefficiency)] * [(total annual salaries of experimental beamline staff)
+ (operating budget of facility)]

A rough estimate of the cost of operating a beamline would be about $1M per year, and the
APS operating budget will be of the order of $1OOM per year. There will be 68 beamlines,
so the total expenditure on operating APS will be about $168M per year; i.e., the cost of
doing one year's worth of research at APS would cost $168M, assuming 100% efficiency.
The same volume of research costs much more as efficiency goes down. We may assume
that inefficiency results in expenditure of more time to get the same experiments done. So
the cost of getting "one year's worth" of experimental product from APS would go up
steeply as availability goes down. Using the more charitable estimate of the connection
between availability and efficiency, we find

liability

100%
95%
75%
50%

Efficiency

100% (definition)
90%
50%
25%

Cost of
"One Year's Worth"

of Research

$168M
$187M
$336M
$672M

Annual Cost
of Inefficiency

$ 0
$ 17M
$ 84M
S126M

Andrew Hutton proposed a third measure of efficiency of facility operation, in addition to
availability and reliability. He termed this measure "reproducibility" in time T, the
probability of operating for a time T without an interruption that requires users to waste a
significant amount of beam time repeating procedures. He proposed this anticipating that
further study of users' needs would show that certain deviations from perfect operation
(e.g., a 1-hour delay in refilling the ring) are less disruptive and should be excluded from
computing reproducibility. He suggested a possible set of reliability goals:

95% probability that the faculty has no unscheduled outages in 24 hours

95% probability that the facility has no outages requiring detector recalibration
within 7 days

95% availability.
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In the course of discussions it was decided that APS could provide a useful service to the
accelerator community while continuing its own program to enhance reliability. This could
be accomplished by collecting and analyzing operations statistics from other synchrotron
radiation facilities. An important goal of this effort would be refinements of the relation
between the efficiency/availability power law, users' time lost to repeated procedures, and
mean time to repair and restore operations. This effort would also be particularly useful in
evaluating the suitability of a synchrotron as an industrial X-ray source for lithography.
Professor Hall suggested that such data collection and analysis might be a suitable research
topic for a graduate student. Dave Moncton said this could be funded as APS R&D.

Earlier in discussions, Brent Hall suggested another interesting use of operations statistics:
mean-time-to-repair data for the appropriate category of equipment failure could be supplied
to beamline users in the event of interrupted operation. Steve Durbin stated that this could
be of great use to beamline users. It would allow them to re-plan their shift schedule based
on objective data which indicates both the most likely duration of the interruption as well as
the typical variation.
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